JSPM’S
Rajarshi Shahu College of Engineering
Tathawade, Pune
Report under Under Ek Bharat Shreshtha Bharat

Event Name -: "How to prepare for placements post covid scenario"

Name of Coordinator -: Prof Prem Chandra Choudhary

Date & Time -: 30/6/2020 at 2:15

Number of speaker -: 1

Name of the speaker -: Prof Santosh Borde

Number of participant -: 36

Purpose of the event -:
The objective behind this event is disseminate information and make students aware about opportunities challenges post covid scenario.

Brief Description -:
Prof Santosh Borde spoke several issues and opportunities for young students of Indira Gandhi Institute of Technology, Sarang Orrissa on 30/6/2020 at 2:15.
He inspired students through giving right and appropriate input regarding placement issues to the students of Indira Gandhi Institute of Technology, Sarang Orrissa on the subject of "How: to prepare for placements post covid scenario". The event was coordinated by Prof Prem Chandra Choudhary from Rajarshi Shahu college of Engineering, Pune and Prof Priyadatta Shahu of Indira Gandhi Institute of Technology, Sarang Orrissa under the mission of Prime Minister Ek Bharat Shreshtha Bharat. After the end of session of Professor Santosh Borde, 21 students asked questions. Prof Santosh Borde gave responses very eloquently and every doubt of students were cleared.